
KITCHENS
Creative Ideas for Every Style & Budget

INSPIRING

COLORFUL 

CABINETRY
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COZY 

BREAKFAST 
NOOKS
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IMAGINATIVE 

ISLANDS
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and more!

SU M M E R 2023

A Montana vacation 
home designed by  

Kylee Shintaffer and 
built for gatherings
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Elevate your lifestyle—with the 

Lux Connect and Zephyr Con-

nect technology. Convenience 

and luxury work seamlessly 

together for hands-free voice 

activation of fan speed, lighting 

and more.

Want to see more? 

Visit our San Francisco Design 

& Experience Center.

Zephyronline.com



Matthew Quinn
As one of the leading experts 

in kitchen, bath and product 

design, Matthew Quinn has 

worked around the world 

providing his clients with 

original, memorable living 

spaces. Inspired by his 

clients—their environments, 

lifestyles and desires—Mat-

thew collaborates with them 

to design the perfect fit for 

the way they live every day.  

@MATTHEWQUINNDESIGN

“The tall Presrv™™

beverage center beverage center 
should be called  should be called  
the glass-door  the glass-door  
party host.”party host.”

“Wood in its 
natural, raw  natural, raw  
and organic  and organic  

state is  state is  
trending now trending now 
and is what and is what 
makes the  makes the  

Violin Decor  Violin Decor  
tile so tile so 

intriguing.” intriguing.” 

Violin Décor Porcelain Wall Tile
With a beautifully fluted surface and the look of rich,  

natural wood, the Violin Decor porcelain wall tile is perfect 

for enhancing a kitchen with understated dimension and a 

calming essence of the outdoors. tileshop.com

Zephyr Presrv®

It’s easy to be the life of the party with the Zephyr Presrv®

Full Size Wine & Beverage Cooler. It’s perfect whether you’re 

hosting a cocktail party or an afterschool study session. Half 

wine and half beverage storage, the cooler features a stainless 

steel, Full-Extension Rollout Bin for easy access to chilled 

cans and bottles, Full-Extension Wood Racks for storing wine 

and Active Cooling Technology that keeps everything at the 
precise temperature. zephyronline.com

Brizo® Tulham™ Kitchen 
Collection
Grandeur takes a playful turn in the  

Tulham™ Kitchen Collection. Elegant  

contours combine with art deco  

motifs for an inventive blend of the  

traditional and the avant-garde.  

In every way, the collection truly  

captures an artistic spirit. brizo.com

Next Wave Designer Matthew Quinn Shares Some of His  

Favorite Products to Consider for Your Kitchen Design.

NEXT WAVE NODS

PROMOTION

“The metal  
mix and the  mix and the  

feminine  feminine  
lines make  lines make  
it a perfect  it a perfect  

fit for a  fit for a  
space with  space with  
many right many right 

angles.”angles.”

NEXT
WAVE

NEXT WAVE NODS

NEXT
WAVEWAVE



H O U S E  B E A U T I F U L46

A powerful vent 
insert is strategically 
masked by an over-
size custom hood.  

CLEVER CONFIGURATION 

This secondary kitchen takes center 
stage with a fully reworked layout. 
Appliances: Sub-Zero, Wolf, Cove. 
Hood: custom. Vent insert: Zephyr. 
Fixtures: Waterstone. Cabinetry 
paint: Revere Pewter, Benjamin 
Moore. Sconces: Visual Comfort & 
Co. Pendant: Riloh.
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interior designer Lakehaus Designs  /  writer Carisha Swanson 

photographer Marc Mauldin  /  stylist Merge Home

I N C R E D I B L E  K I T C H E N S

This 200-square-foot kitchen near Atlanta got a major remodel  
that makes room for both beauty and function. 

MINI BUT MIGHTY

Jerel Lake chose wall 

ovens so he could 
customize the  

installation at just the 
right height for the 

petite homeowners. 



BUILT IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

PROMOTION

WHOLE
HOMEHOME

20232023

Hinsdale, Illinois

FOR OUR 6THTH ANNUAL WHOLE HOME, ANNUAL WHOLE HOME,

House Beautiful is enlisting the best in House Beautiful is enlisting the best in 
the business to restore a historic estate the business to restore a historic estate 
in suburban Chicago. Together with in suburban Chicago. Together with 
our innovative sponsors and designers, our innovative sponsors and designers, 
this home will serve as a master class this home will serve as a master class 
honoring the past with fresh ideas honoring the past with fresh ideas 
fit for a modern family. Follow along fit for a modern family. Follow along 
as our first-ever, all-female design and as our first-ever, all-female design and 
build team rethinks the way we can build team rethinks the way we can 
live at home.live at home.

HOUSEBEAUTIFUL.COM/WHOLEHOMEHOUSEBEAUTIFUL.COM/WHOLEHOME

@HOUSEBEAUTIFUL@HOUSEBEAUTIFUL

With Generous Support 
from Our Sponsors:

ARCHITECTURAL GRILLEARCHITECTURAL GRILLE

CALIFORNIA CLOSETSCALIFORNIA CLOSETS

COTTON INC.COTTON INC.

FABRICUTFABRICUT

FARROW & BALLFARROW & BALL

FIBREWORKSFIBREWORKS

LEE INDUSTRIESLEE INDUSTRIES

MINTEDMINTED

MONOGRAMMONOGRAM

PHILLIP JEFFRIESPHILLIP JEFFRIES

MORRIS & CO.MORRIS & CO.

SERENA & LILYSERENA & LILY

TRANE RESIDENTIALTRANE RESIDENTIAL

VISUAL COMFORTVISUAL COMFORT

ZEPHYRZEPHYR
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